HAVE YOU BEEN ROBBED BY THE CITY - SFPD & DPW - IN THE SWEEPS?

JOIN US! SAT. JUNE 22, 2019, 1:30 - 3:30PM FOR:

STOLEN BELONGING
A PUBLIC RECLAMATION

FOOD, DRINKS, MUSIC, DONATED SURVIVAL GEAR, ART AND COLLECTIVE ACTION

Hosted by the Coalition on Homelessness
And the Stolen Belonging Project

At the DPW Operations Yard
2323 Cesar Chavez
(Go to Back Gate on Kansas & Marin St.)

Join us, houseless residents, housing justice advocates, human rights lawyers and ‘housies’ who want to hold the city accountable for the city’s ongoing theft and violence against you, your friends, neighbors and families who currently have no roof. Together let’s demand they return your possessions as required by SF city policy, which states city employees must bag, tag and store them for 90 days at the DPW Operations Yard. Residents report never getting items back from the yard, and this time there will be a crowd to witness.

We’ll have food, drinks, music, as well as donated survival gear and supplies since we know the city has likely trashed or stolen your things in violation of your human and constitutional rights, not to mention their own policies. Human rights lawyers and advocates will be on site to record your story of what’s been taken and the impact. We also invite you to share it publicly with all attending.

Visit StolenBelonging.org to see videos, find resources, and learn more about how the city is breaking policies or, visit COH’s office 468 Turk St.
Take bus #19 to Evans Ave & Cesar Chavez St. and walk to the DPW Yard back gate at Kansas and Marin St. You can also take the #9 to Bayshore Blvd. & Oakdale Ave. and walk to the back gate from there. If you’re in the Haight, take bus #6 and transfer to the #19 at 8th and Market, get off at Evans and Cesar Chavez & walk to the back gate. Remember to leave enough time to commute.

If you have lost items in the last 90 days, our team will support you in the process of asking for them back, we’ll help you file a claim, and we’ll let folks know about this theft. If it’s been more than 90 days, we still urge you to come share your story. Publicly asking to reclaim your items and sharing how you’ve been impacted will help us collectively hold the city accountable and build pressure to:

STOP THE SWEEPS!

HOUSING AND SERVICES
NOT
HARASSMENT AND VIOLENCE!

More info:
StolenBelonging.org